Case report
Many antiepileptic drugs (AEDs) are extended-release (ER) tablets, such that an entire day's dose is taken only once or twice daily. A patient taking four levetiracetam ER 500 mg tablets twice daily was alarmed when, after switching from a generic manufactured by Sun to a generic manufactured by Lupin, ER tablet remnants appeared as intact tablets in his stool, suggesting no drug was absorbed. Since Sun tablets were no longer available from the pharmacy, the patient was switched to a third manufacturer (i.e. Apotex), resulting in no intact remnant tablets in the stool. We analyzed the recovered Lupin tablets from stool and measured patient drug level to assess whether drug was released from the tablets.
The patient provided five remnant tablets (Lupin; Lot G409239) from two bowel movements over a 24 h period. These remnants, as well as unused tablets from his prescription bottle, brand-name Keppra XR 500 mg (Lot 120013), and generic Apotex levetiracetam ER 500 mg (Lot ME6978) were subjected to various quality control tests and measurements (i.e. assay, identity, impurity, uniformity of dosage units, dissolution, friability, hardness, dissolution [Test 1], and tablet dimensions). The patient's trough levetiracetam levels on Lupin and Apotex were measured, per routine clinical laboratory procedure. Further descriptions of methods are provided in Supplementary Material.
Lupin tablet remnants in stool ( Fig. 1 ) and tablets after 12 h dissolution testing (Table 1) were practically the same in size to tablets in the prescription bottle. Essentially no levetiracetam remained in any of the five tablets from the stool ( Table 1 ). The drug assay (mean AE SEM) from tablets in stool was 0.23 (AE.07)%. Meanwhile, the unused Lupin ER tablets passed all quality control testing (e.g. assay was 101.8%). In vitro dissolution of unused Lupin ER tablets was complete and provided the same dissolution profiles as those of Keppra XR and Apotex ER tablets (f2 = 65.02 and f2 = 63.5, respectively [1] ), although were much softer, 1.0 (AE0.02) ponds, than before dissolution, 20.8 (AE0.7) ponds. Qualitatively, Lupin tablet remnants in stool were similar in softness to tablets after dissolution testing; and both held their overall tablet shapes even though all drug was released. Keppra XR and Apotex ER tablets also passed all quality control tests.
The patient's trough drug levels on Lupin and Apotex were 42.3 and 40.5 mg/ml, respectively, further confirming that no drug remained in the Lupin tablet remnants. Test results here of no remaining drug in Lupin tablet remnants, as well as consistent drug trough levels, support Lupin product labeling that drug was released and absorbed within the gastrointestinal tract in spite of tablet remnants in stool [2] . One of the other 15 levetiracetam ER products contains labeling that anticipates tablet remnants. Unlike Lupin ER tablets, Keppra XR and Apotex ER tablets disintegrated in the dissolution test, suggesting these two products do not produce tablet remnants in the stool.
Discussion

Patient concerns
Taking eight tablets daily, the patient consistently observed tablet remnants in stool after taking the Lupin ER product, but not after taking the Sun ER or Apotex ER products. The patient had controlled seizures, but was alarmed and concerned about lack of drug absorption, since remnants looked unchanged from unused tablets. Of note, a second patient who was also switched from Sun to Lupin levetiracetam ER 500 mg tablets was similarly distressed over the appearance of tablet remnants in stool.
We also obtained tablet remnants in stool from a third patient who took the Apotex levetiracetam ER 750 mg product (i.e. one tablet nightly). Tablet remnants did not have the appearance of intact tablets, but rather appeared as tablet fragments. Four tablet fragments, from four separate bowel movements, were assayed for levetiracetam. No drug was present. These results agree with in vitro dissolution study results of the Apotex ER 500 mg product. Of these three patients who reported remnants from their generic levetiracetam ER products, none experienced therapeutic failure, and none had known gastrointestinal disorders or were taking concomitant antacid medication.
Tablet remnants in stool can be cause for concern. Such caution is perhaps amplified for AEDs, especially ER tablets containing an entire day's dose. Epilepsy patients can be alarmed by a perceived risk for therapeutic failure when stool remnants appear unexpectedly following a change in their generic manufacturer, leading them to believe they have not absorbed their dose. Since the Sun product was unavailable from the pharmacy, the patient in this case was switched to Apotex levetiracetam ER tablets, which resulted in no intact tablet remnants.
Tablet remnants and AEDs
AEDs such as levetiracetam, lamotrigine, phenytoin, gabapentin, carbamazepine, topiramate, and oxcarbazepine, are formulated as ER to reduce dosing frequency and to maintain steady drug levels, compared to conventional immediate-release (IR) tablets and capsules. ER technology is typically employed to reduce dosing frequency by prolonging drug release. ER technologies include matrices, coatings, and osmotic systems [3, 4] . These technologies can employ polymers that are water insoluble, as well as polymers that are water soluble but form gels in the presence of gastrointestinal fluids. Consequently, some ER technologies have potential to yield tablet remnants in the stool (a/k/a casts or skeletons). Although not well described in the literature, patients sometimes observe tablet remnants in their stool. Tegretol-XR employs osmotic tablet technology and yields a remnant since the tablet coating does not dissolve. However, a Tegretol-XR remnant does not appear as an intact tablet like Lupin levetiracetam ER.
Lupin ER tablets weigh 821.1 mg, with 500 mg being levetiracetam (i.e. 60.9%) and 321.1 mg of inactive ingredients. The presence of apparently intact tablets in the stool from tablets that are mostly drug may suggest that drug would be present in the tablet remnants. However, findings here do not support this expectation.
Patients are perhaps more familiar with tablet remnants from brand products, such as Tegretol-XR. However, patients should be aware that, depending upon the generic manufacturer, some ER tablets may appear in the stool but, more than likely, have released drug successfully. Though product labeling may describe when a generic can cause tablet remnants in stool, it may be difficult for patients to access and navigate this information, especially each month if a different generic is dispensed. Physicians and pharmacists should inform patients when specific generics can cause tablet remnants or other adverse events that are unique to a specific generic formulation, even when brand does not, and should report such observations to regulatory agency. 
